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By Julie Pitta
Staff Writer
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
discussed budget cuts, campus
crime, impaction of the School of
Engineering and other campus
issues at her first press conference
this semester, held Tuesday.
SJSU will take a $4- to $5-million
cut in 1982-83 from last year’s budget
to help the California State
University and Colleges ( CSUC )
system meet a state-wide 5 percent
budget cut, Fullerton said.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
called for a 5 percent budget cut of
all state agencies in 1982-83.
The effect of the cut on SJSU
would be "disastrous," Fullerton
said. "Resources would be too thin
to maintain accreditation."
Five percent of the total CSUC
budget translates into $50 million,
which is approximately the amount
needed to fund a medium-sized
university for one year.
Fullerton said that to maintain
academic quality, CSUC enrollment
would have to be cut by 25,000
students.
"The only alternative ( to cutting
enrollment) is tuition," she said.
"The board of trustees took a stand
several years ago against tuition
and it would have to go through the
Legislature and the governor. I don’t
know if it’s a real option."
Limiting
expenditures,
Fullerton said, "is similar to what
has happened every year after
Proposition 13 was passed."
Now that the state surplus has
been spent, she continued the support money that formerly went to
state agencies is going to local
governments, making the 5 percent
state agencies budget cut a
necessity.
Fullerton discussed the concentration of Instructionally Related
Activities (IRA) funds into the
athletic program.
"The IRA funds don’t constitute
the largest proportion of the athletic
budget," she said. "Only 20.083
percent of the athletic budget came
from IRA funds last year. Viewed in
terms of percentage of their total
budgets, athletics get less."
Fullerton conceded that
athletics costs are larger than those
of any other group funded bt IRA
and that athletics have the largest
percentage of the IRA budget.
Fullerton said she believes
support of the IRA referendum at
last year’s A.S. election wasn’t
representive of the student body’s
sentiments.
The referendum, passed by an
overwhelming margin, called for an
increase in IRA funds to be spent on

instructionally related programs
other than athletics.
"The way it ( the referendum
was phrased, there could only be a
vote that would look negative for
athletics." Fullerton said that
with
the
phrasing,
along
traditionally low turnout for student
elections, substantially lessened the
impact of the vote.
Also, she said, each student
attending an SJSU football game she
interprests as a vote for continued
athletics program support.
Fullerton sees the Automatic
Funding Initiative ( AFI ), also
passed in last year’s A.S. election, as
indicative of "to what degree will
the A.S. fund certain programs."
The AFI diverted $1 of each
student’s A.S. fee to the Music
Department, 50 cents to the Spartan
Daily, and 25 cents each to KSJS, the
Radio/TV News Center, the S.U.
Gallery and the Theatre Arts
Department.
At last week’s A.S. Board of
Directors meeting, the Board voted
to release AFI funds for the six
,
programs.
Fullerton said that not all the
programs received what was asked

for on their submitted budgets. The
initiative provided a "ceiling" for
requests.
The Radio/TV News Center
received $4,000 less than the amount
that was provided for by the AFI,
because the amount they requested
on their initial budget was $4,000 less
than that provided for by AFI.
Fullerton re-emphasized the

classes required for admission, will
be added in fall semester 1983.
"Faculty is our biggest
problem," she said, "we just can’t
add positions."
Fullerton stresses the inability
of SJSU to compete with salaries
offered by industry in hiring more
full-time faculty.
According to her, a graduate

Cuts’ effects would be ’disastrous,
claims the SJSU president
problems of the School of
Engineering that led to the decision
for impaction.
Impaction puts a ceiling on
enrollment in a program by limiting
it to California residents, admitting
students only once a year and adding
prerequisites.
Impaction for the School of
Engineering will take place in fall
1982. Engineering will admit the top
1,000 engineering applicants on the
basis of a combination of GPA and
SAT or ACT scores. Further
prerequisites, such as additional

with a bachelor’s degree from the
School of Engineering, is able to
enter the job market at the same
salary currently being offered an
associate professor at SJSU.
Fullerton said impaction could
affect enrollment, but again offered
the example of California
Polytechnic State University at San
Luis Obispo which has campus-wide
impaction while maintaining
demand for the campus.
"I hope we can stress to the local
high schools and junior colleges that
impaction may not affect their

ability to enroll at the university. In
fact, it will cut down on the competition from out-of-state and
foreign students."
Fullerton said SJSU has in its
five-year capital outlay plan a
proposal to remodel the oldest wing
of the Engineering Building. The
plan has yet to be approved by the
CSUC Board of Trustees.
Fullerton stated she is "proud of
the safety record on this campus."
Students and staff were uninformed of the male rape on campus
this summer, she said, because of
the Victim’s wishes for the attack to
be kept quiet.
"Men aren’t used to feeling
vulnerable. The victim didn’t want
any publicity," she said.
Fullerton will be allotting more
money for disposal of nuclear
radioactive wastes from SJSU’s
nuclear science facility located in
Duncan Hall. She said there was "no
solution but to put more money into
it."
"If there was a cheaper method
of disposing of the waste we would
use it, but it (disposal) is very expensive," she said. "Materials that

used to be taken to Nevada now have
to be taken to Washington."
Fullerton didn’t release the
amount to be allotted to the nuclear
facility for disposal of the wastes.
Budget cuts will not affect the
future of the Recreation and Events
Center (REC), a project proposed
by AS. President Tony Robinson,
Fullerton said.
The center will be a satellite
facility of the Student Union and is
going to be funded by S.U. bonding.
The 7,000 to 10,000 seating
facility will be used for sports,
concerts and recreation.
Fullerton said she is "supportive of the concept." "There is a
lack of real recreation facilities for
dorm and commuter students."
"I’ve heard dorm students say
that all there is to do on weekends is
to go home or look at their walls.
This will provide an alternative for
them."
When asked if she is interested
in replacing retiring CSUC Chancellor Glenn Dumke, Fullerton
replied, "I’m going to quote General
Sherman: ’If drafted I won’t run, if
elected I won’t serve.’ I know when
I’m well-off."

Photos by Dao

A fight broke out shortly after 1 p.m. Wednesday in the Student Union between pro and anti Khomeini students (above). Approximately 30 anti Khomeini students surrounded several pro Khomeini students after verbal attacks were launched by both sides. Iranian student David
Rahimazadn is handcuffed by Officer Alex Dllf OV (right) and booked for assault and battery on a
police officer. Rahimazadn allegedly struck Officer Steve Gallagher while the officer was attempting to disperse the crowd

Academic Senate positions remain vacant
By Tom Quinlan
Staff Writer
With the second Academic
Senate meeting of the semester
coming up Monday, student
representation on the senate is still
limited to AS. President Tony
Robinson and elected representative

Michael Brown.
Connie Magana, AS. Director of
Personnel, said 17 students had
applied for the five vacant senate
seats before the Sept. 11 deadline.
One applicant was presented to the
A.S. board for its approval Wednesday afternoon.

Magana wouldn’t release the
name of the senate hopeful before
the board meeting.
Robinson attributed the appointment delay to "trouble with the
interview
process."
Magana
claimed the personnel board was
conducting 20 interviews per week,
but agreed there were problems
with the process.
One of the problems is finding a
time when all members of the
personnel selection committee are
able to meet and conduct interviews.
Another is that students to be

interviewed are occasionally forced
to cancel or re-schedule interviews.
Robinson believes that the
problem with the interview process
may be more basic.
"If you put too much emphasis
on interviews, you’re defeating
yourself," he said.
To be appointed to an Academic
Senate seat, the applicant must first
be interviewed by the personnel
selection committee. If the reaction
of the committee is favorable, the
application is then passed on to the
A.S. president.

If the president, in this case
Robinson, approves, the applicant is
presented to the A.S. Board of
Directors for consideration.
Robinson’s fear is that by the
time the student is finally accepted
for a senate seat he’ll have other
commitments, and offer excuses
like "Oh no, I’ve already joined a
bowling league that meets on
Monday afternoons," Robinson said.
Jim Rowen, AS. Director of
California State Affairs, sees no
intrinsic problem with the personnel
selection process.

By Greg Garry
Staff Writer

"Some people believe that sex is
only for the intimacy of marriage,"
he said, "and I’m one of them."
Williams examined what he
referred to as the permissive model
of sexual relationships.

He said he believes sexually
promiscuous people experience
more sexual problems than people
who confine sex to the marriage.
"Restraint in this area has not
caused people problems," he said.
"It is the people who have failed to
restrain themselves who experience
the problems."

Rowen said the delay in filling
the senate seats is due to the fact
that, with 17 applicants, the A.S.
Board wants students to have the
best possible representation in the
senate forum.
Even though students will be
under-represented at the second
Academic Senate meeting, Robinson
is confident AS. will be able to
appoint a full slate of senators by
Oct. 12, the date of the third senate
meeting.
"If we don’t, we’re wasting our
time," he said.

Local apartments
convert to offices Christian perspective on sex values
may enhance experience for couples

By Julie Levy
Staff Writer
Owners of a campus-area building received permission from the San
Jose City Council Tuesday to convert the structure to offices.
The council granted a conditional use permit to the Orinda-based law
firm, Thomas, Hall and Kirby, without discussion of the conversion.
The building, located at 320 S. Third St., is less than a block from the
courtrooms in the state building going up at South Third and San Carlos
streets.
The law firm, which plans to locate its San Jose offices in the apartments, represents clients involved in workmen’s compensation litigation.
Renters in the apartments were evicted after the law firm bought the
building this spring, said Polly Stevenson, a secretary at the firm.
The council also heard a representative of the SJSU Homecoming
Committee invite council members to Homecoming activities.
A Homecoming parade will be held Oct. 17 before the Homecoming
football game against California State University at Fullerton, said Pam
Boggini, public administration sophomore.
The parade, which begins at 11 a.m., will start on Santa Clara Street
and travel a mile, ending at SJSU.
Sororities, fraternities and student and professor groups w!!! build
floats for the parade.
A parade permit has already been obtained she said.
Mayor Janet Gray Hayes thanked her for the invitation but pointed
out the League of California Cities meeting is being held in San Francisco
that weekend so some of the council members will be unable to attend the
festivities.

"The way to develop the
ultimate sexual experience is to
become closer to Christ," said
James Williams of Probe Ministries.
Asserting that the Christian
perspective on sex is not discussed
as often as it should be, Williams
spoke on changing sex values
Monday evening at Allen Hall.
Williams, who serves as
executive director of the Dallasbased organization, told the
audience of about 40 his credentials
were both personal and professional.
He said his experience as a
husband and as father of three
children combined with his
professional counseling background
qualify him to analyze current sex
values.

"What are some of the reasons
people give to justify sex outside of

It is the people who fail to restrain themselves
who experience the problems.
marriage?" he asked.
Williams asked his audience to
offer some justification for sex out of
marriage. Among reasons given
were peer pressure, a chance to get
close to someone, biological drive,
needing the experience to become a
better sex partner and because the
other person expects it.

Williams warned his audience
that sexual promiscuity before
marriage can cause problems for
couples later on.
"The more we play around with
this outside of marriage, the mere
we mortgage the possibility for
intimacy after marriage," he said.
He also said pre-marital sex can

detract from honeymoon romance.
Williams pointed out the
dangers of venereal disease
resulting from sexual promiscuity.
He said so much of today’s sexual
literature is concerned with
technique, not spiritual closeness.
"The great crisis in the 20th
Century is that we don’t know who
we are," he said.
see SEX VALUES, page3
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Should the Spring boks play here?
Yes
A controversy is raging through
the Eastern part of the country over
the appearance of the Springboks, a
rugby team from South Africa.
Since their arrival last week,
they have been "greeted" by people

By Richard de Give
Sports Editor
411141.

protesting South Africa’s apartheid
racial policies.
While I am not a supporter of
South Africa’s policies, I do not think
the playing field is the place to
protest them.
True, the United States did
boycott the 1980 Olympic Games in
Moscow because of the invasion of
Afghanistan by the Soviet Union, but
that was a different situation.
The Soviets attacked a
sovereign
nation
without
provocation.
The Springboks are here to play
rugby, not espouse political theory.
"The only reason we invited
them is for sports," Tom Selfrige,
president of the Eastern Rugby
Union, said.
Also, the boycott of the Olympics did not stop this country from
participating in a dual meet in the
Soviet Union.

Allowing the games to go on is
an affirmation of the First Amendment right to free expression.
This was affirmed on Tuesday
by both the U.S. House of
Representatives and the courts.
A House resolution against the
tour failed to gain a two-thirds
majority. The Congressmen, feeling
that sports and politics should not
mix, refused to support the
resolution.
The New York State Supreme
Court, acting on a last-minute appeal from Governor Hugh Carey,
refused to place an injunction
against a game played Tuesday
night in Albany.
The place to protest government
policy is the political arena, not the
sports arena.
There are no races on the field
except the one to see who wins.
When I watch the football team
play, I do not see Steve Clarkson,
black quarterback; I see Steve
Clarkson, quarterback of my team,
and I think most sports fans see it
that way, too.
Which is part of the problem.
The people who are protesting
are not fans. They are out to make
trouble, ignoring the respect that
sportsmen have found for each
other.
As South African journalist Dan
Ratief said, "They (the protesters)
know very little about what rugby
And, they apparently know even
less about what sports are about.
Sports have taken the lead in the
years after World War II in integrating the country.

While the war showed that men
could work together despite their
race, the first big step toward integration was taken when Jackie
Robinson was signed by the
Brooklyn Dodgers.
After Robinson’s great play in
the Dodgers’ 1947 pennant year,
baseball people gave up their antiquated notions about blacks in
baseball and signed so many players
out of the Negro leagues that the
leagues were forced to go out of
business.
Can you imagine how much
poorer our national history, to say
nothing of baseball history, would be
without the contributions of
Robinson, Willie Mays and Hank
Aaron?
The other major sports were
quick to integrate and the sight of
the different races in friendly
competition were an inspiration to
those involved in the civil rights
movement.
A person may not know an infield fly from a medfly, but they
know the contribution that Jackie
Robinson made to this country.
The Springboks have recognized
this, too, by integrating their teams.
The team has a right to play,
whether they are black, white, or
even purple.
As Ford Frick, president of the
National League during Robinson’s
time, said when he put down a
threatened strike by the St. Louis
Cardinals over Robinson’s presence
on the Brooklyn roster, "This is the
United States of America, and one
man has just as much right to play
as any other man."

No

Like the country they hail from,
the South African rugby team, the
Springboks, stand at the center of a
red-hot controversy concerning
their current world wide tour.
Mass demonstrations have
occured at every site they have

By Greg Garry
Staff Writer

played. Demonstrators opposed to
South Africa’s racial policy of
apartheid have protested the
matches in New Zealand and now in
the United States.
Racine, Wis., served as host for
the first Springbok rugby match on
U.S. soil. A member of the Racine
school board protesting the match
appeared on the field and was immediately arrested.
Mary Heppel condemned the
match as a political event and
protested the use of the field, which
is city park property, for the match.
The precautions taken by the
Midwest Rugby Football Union
border on the ridiculous. The union,
which sponsored the match, made
no public statement as to the time or
the location of the match.
Not even the members of the
union were informed until shortly
before the match took place. The

rugby union looked into possible
playing sites in Wisconsin and
Illinois but were denied use, due to
fears of violence.
What is amazing to me is that all
this commotion was caused just so a
crowd of 500 people could witness the
playing of a sport that has almost no
popular support in this country.
It makes one wonder why the
tour was scheduled for the United
States to begin with. The U.S.
Olympic Committee actively opposed the weekend match in
Wisconsin. Fifty black African
nations threaten to boycott the 1984
Olympic Games if the Springbok
tour continues.
The possible damage done by
the tour is staggering. Relations
between the United States and black
Africa can only be damaged by the
tour.
Black Americans may wonder,
with plenty of justification I believe,
whether the tour is being used by the
South African government as a tool
to try to justify their racist policies.
South African Prime Minister
Botha seemed, as recently as a year
ago, to be making a genuine effort to
steer his country toward a sane
approach to sharing power with the
black majority.
However, recent statements of
his indicate an attempt to backtrack
or postpone any substantial social
progress in South Africa. The tour, it
seems to me, is an indication of the
South Africa govsrnrnent’s determination to keep the country mired
In the 19th Century.
The legal machinations which
took place in Albany, N.Y., on
Monday serve as an example of how

a group can use the law to its own
advantage.
On that day, a federal judge
overturned an order by New York
state officials which cancelled the
proposed match between the
Springboks and a local rugby team.
The governor of New York,
Hugh Carey, had ordered that the
game not be played because of the
danger of riots.
The federal judge who overturned the New York order to cancel
the game said the order would
"destroy the very constitutional
protections that have enabled a
century-long struggle to bring about
racial equality."
Attorneys for New York state
traveled to Washington, D.C. on
Tuesday and asked Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall to halt
the match but he refused.
Those who have supported the
American tour drag out the feeble
shopworn argument that sports are
immune to political or social controversy. If sports are immune from
politics, I’m sure it would come as
startling news to Muhammad All,
who as I recall, did not lose the
heavyweight title in the ring.
The tour of the Springboks was
politics pure and simple. Why else
transport an athletic team around
the world at great expense only to
play before crowds of 500 spectators?
If this tour was politically
motivated, then those two terms
have no meaning.
The Springboks played their
game in Albany Tuesday, appropriately enough, in a sea of mud.

the mailbag
Moral issue
is the writer
Editor:
In the Sept. 15 issue Ms. Griffin
contends that nuclear power
generation is a moral issue.
I find the real "moral" issue to
be the writer of that article. It is the
moral and ethical responsibility of a
reporter to present the truth to her
readers. I sin not concerned with
whether Ms. Griffin wished to write
a pro or an anti nuclear article. That
Is her privilege and right.
But to distort evidence, to write
unsubstantiated opinion as fact, and
then draw conclusions from such
information, is both unprofessional
and an affront to every intelligent
reader of the newspaper.
Ms. Griffin states as fact that
"80 percent of all cancers are caused
by environmental factors" but there
are many scientific and medical
investigators who dispute this
hypothesis. Not fact, opinion! Ms.
Griffin very eloquently establishes
the fact that many radionuclides are
concentrated by various biota and
then sorrowfully expresses fear
about this. But the reader is never
given any information on whether
any of these nuclides will be
released, or any data on what other
reactors are releasing to ocean
biota, to substantiate her’s and the
reader’s fears.
The statement that "infant
mortality rates are raised within 100
miles of the plant" has not been
substantiated by any reputable
scientific epidemiological studies. I
cite, for example, studies by the
Department of Health in Pennsylvania and New York in their
analysis of the data from their
Bureaus of Vital Statistics, which
showed no increase. Not only have

these data been reviewed by the
state health officials, but by other
prestigious scientific bodies, including the National Science
Foundation. The conclusion is that
these data do not support the opinion
of "increased infant mortality
rates."
If Ms. Griffin would only have
checked with a competent geneticist
first, she would have saved both
herself and her readers the embarassment of the statement on
genetic transmission of induced
cancer. There is no scientific
evidence nor basis in biological
reality as currently understood to
support such a statement.
Ms. Griffin then concludes,
based on such erroneous assumptions, or on her opinions, that
nuclear power is unsafe. If nuclear
power generation is unsafe it is not
for the reasons Ms. Griffin has
alluded to. If nuclear power is not
needed, that decision should be
made by the people and not by one
obviously unqualified reporter.
Roger J. Kloepping
University Radiation
Safety Officer

Social dancing
’essential’
Editor:
I’m enrolled in a social dance
class at SJSU. My classmates and I
have noted the dearth of social
dances or ballroom dances sponsored by the SJSU Associated
Student Body.
The lack of opportunities for
ballroom dance at SJSU is an unfortunate situation that needs to be
remedied. Alttlugh social dancing
such as the fox trot and the samba

are not as popular as modern dance,
social dance does develop a
knowledge of social etiquette which
makes life more pleasant.
One must master the skills to be
a good fox trot partner, and there
are many possibilities for
developing friendships.
Social dancing is an essential
part of a well-rounded college
student. It is a skill that can contribute to social as well as
professional success.
This aspect of collegiate life has
been recognized by our nation’s
military academies.
Social dancing is required for
cadets at
U.S. Military
Academy. Th( 411 the objectives of
USMA and civilian institutions of
higher learning are very different,
the essential idea is the same. A
professional leader has the
necessary skills and education to
insure his or her success in later life.
Social dancing such as the fox
trot, waltz, swing, cha cha and
samba not only contribute to success, but they are lots of fun. It
would be a tragedy to think that
SJSU students are denied the opportunity to enjoy the pleasure of
social as well as ballroom dance.
Gregory A. Johnson

Keep preaching
out of class
Editor:
It came as a great relief to me
when, at the age of 12, my parents no
longer required that I attend Sunday
School. I wouldn’t have to memorize
answers to questions about a God
who supposedly floated around the
universe pulling on His long, white
beard. I just didn’t believe that He
existed.

"Believe," or in this context,
"belief," is a key word. Stated
simply, it involves the assertion of
opinions as fact. Religions, by
definition, depend on various
beliefs: those held by Buddhists,
Catholics and Moonies, for example,
are quite different, but the element
of belief is crucial to all three.
The acceptance of a religious
dogma was necessary to agree with
the material presented in two of my
three classes on Monday. I was
lectured to by Christian men whose
sponsors, among others, are the
Christian Crusaders for Christ (I
failed to recognize the names of the
other groups). I had to believe
certain ideas (which they assumed
are true) in order to understand
their sermons.
Although their beliefs may, at
some point in the future, be shown to
be correct, I strongly object to my
class time being used by these
psuedo-scientific preachers. There
are many groups and organizations
whose presentations do not require
"a leap of faith," but they are not
visible because they simply do not
have the money to fly people to
SJSU.
I am not requesting that a
member from every organization
speak in my classes. I simply want
professors to use more discretion
when allowing speakers in class.
Finally, I should add that neither of
these classes were religious studies
or philosophy classes.
Regina A. Falkner
Social Science
Senior

Research lacking
in Reagan article
Editor:
Since when did you decide that
you were going to print something as

false as the article about stopping
the merry-go-round?
I have never seen an article in a
revered newspaper get quite so
slanderous as to discussing an issue
without knowing what you are
talking about.

New masters
program needed

I am, to say the very least, not a
supporter of President Reagan, but
if there’s one thing I object to more
than Reagan, it is a reporter who
sticks his foot in his mouth.

Editor:
Thank you very much for
printing a description of the new
Masters Six-Month Practicum
Program offered by the Department
of Nutrition, Foods, and Dietetics in
conjunction with our new Master of
Science Degree in Nutrition, Foods,
and Dietetics in conjunction with our
new Master of Science Degree in
Nutritional Science on September
21,1981.

What! want to know is, where do
you get off saying that Americans
are narrow-minded? With what I’ve
seen, Americans are far from being
narrow-minded. For example, if you
read a newspaper, you will probably
notice something about the
demonstrators at Diablo Canyon or
that the labor leaders and the unions
are trying to fight Ronald Reagan.

There were a few misstatements
in the last two paragraphs of the
article. Nutrition, Foods, and
Dietetics has been separated from
Home Economics and has been a
separate department since 1977
instead of being formed this
semester following the phasing out
of the Home Economics as was
stated in the article.

Mr. Mike Liedtke, I don’t know
how much you researched your
attacks against our 9 a.m.-to-5 p.m.
president, but it definitely was not
enough.

Reagan’s budget cuts have cut
deeply into military spending, so if
you want to attack someone on
spending more money on the
military, look toward former
President Jimmy Carter.
As for poor Nancy Reagan, get
off her back! She is not the
president. Your personal expenditures are not printed up in
newspapers nor are they broadcast
on radio or television.
If you don’t want to hear what
she spends for china or for her
dresses, don’t read it.
Robert Comstock II
Journalism
Freshman

Dr. McProud, Assistant
Professor and the Nutrition, Foods,
and Dietetics faculty wrote the
Masters proposal and submitted it to
the Chancellor’s Office in Long
Beach and Jewel Swindle, Lecturer,
conducted a needs assessment. Dr.
Rose Tseng, is the chairperson of the
department versus Mary Bowman
(as the article stated) who at the
time was interim dean of the School
of Applied Arts and Sciences and is
now Chairperson of the Department
of Human Performance.
Lucy M. McProud
Assistant Professor
Department of Nutrition, Foods,
and Dietetics
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The Spartan Dail Aould like lo
hear from you - our reader. Your
ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we feel we
can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the Mailbag, opinion
articles and press releases are
gladly accepted.
Our policy for accepting such
material is as follows:
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Letters should be submitted to
the Spartan Daily office ( JC 208)
weekdays, or by mail to the
Mailbag, do the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University, 125 S. Seventh
St., San Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Letters should not exceed 350
words.

The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints of interest to the
campus community.
Editorials reflect the position
of the Daily. Opinions express the
views of the writer or organization
and will appear with a byline attributing the article accordingly.
Comments, columns and
editorials will discuss local, state
and international affairs.
The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions or news stories.
Guest opinions are encouraged,
but will be printed at the discretion
of the Forum Page editors.

I

Releases
Releases should be submitted
as early as possible to the City
Editor at the Spartan Daily office, or
by mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number in case more
information is needed.
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0 people meet business dean

GRANDE PIZZERIA’

Burak honored at reception

A reception honoring
,larshall J. Burak, new
ichool of Business dean,
drew an estimated 70
faculty members and
students to the business
lassrooms faculty lounge
Tuesday evening.

our group," said Alison
Hirsh, president of hosting
organization Delta Sigma
Pi, the national business
fraternity.
The reception was open
to all faculty, staff and
students.

and its member programs
and projects through the
event.
"We want more support from our faculty,
which we haven’t had in the
past," Hirsh said. "Apathy
is the reason. I think it’s as

"We want everyone to
et to know the dean and
;ive the dean get to know

The fraternity also
hoped to increase faculty
interest in Delta Sigma Pi

simple as that," she added.
Three semesters ago,
the SJSU Delta Sigma Pi

Spartan Bookstore
’1olds coupon contest
By Jayne Ash
Staff Writer
SJSU’s
Spartan
Bookstore is swamped
each semester with
students trying to return
textbooks without a cash
register receipt.
This
semester,
however, it was different.
A bookmark was
stapled onto the receipt
when given to the student.
A coupon on the bottom
portion of the marker could
be filled out by the student.
If turned in, the ticket was
entered into a drawing held
Friday.
The register receipt
had to be presented in
order for the drawn names
to win.
Twenty-one winners
were drawn in Friday’s
contest.
Danilo Orina, the first
prize winner, will be
refunded the cost of all
required course books for
this semester.
Ten other winners will
be refunded the cost of one
required course book of
their choice.

Free pizzas were also
awarded to 10 other winners.
Carey Mitchell’s name
was chosen as the winner of
a moped, donated by
Co.,
Ink
Sanford
of
manufacturer
highlighter pens.

Between 5,000
and 10,000
students
entered the
contest
"We have been trying
to impress upon the
students how important it
was to hold onto their
receipts," said Ron Duval,
bookstore manager.
Between 5,000 and
10,000 students entered the
drawing, which has been
going on for the past three
weeks.
"Every time a student
wants to return a book
without a receipt, he has to
speak with one of the
managers," said Dave

Friedley,
assistant
manager. "We have had to
talk to far less people this
time than before."

Chapter created a faculty
relations chair in response
to the faculty’s lack of
involvement.
Steve Held, who holds
the chair this semester,
said, "We’ve just really
started to try and push the
faculty."
During the past two
fraternity
years
the
student
stepped
up
efforts.
recruiting
Response from students
"tripled our size in the past
two years," Held said,
naming marketing as the
ingredient that counted.

Burak mingled with
faculty and students for
nearly 90 minutes, but then

We’ve started to
push the faculty

$1.00off
Any Pizza

enrollment restrictions on
an informal basis this
semester
Burak
encouraged
students to talk to him. He
told the group of business
majors that he was willing
to help them
with
professional contacts and
job placement, if possible.

150E. San Carlos
(By Men’s Gym)

292-2840
1I -11M-F

4-11 SAT & SUN
COUPON

departed the reception
given in his honor a halfhour early to attend a PTA
meeting.
queried
Students
Burak on the school’s efintroduce
to
forts

the group
gathersherei
\

FREE GROUP COUNSELING
for
Personal Problems
Stress Reduction
Effective Learning
Self-confidence
Black Students
International Students
Mother-daughter
Lesbians

i

_
SiV1 JOSE ART

Counseling Services, Adm. 223
277-2966

87 Valley Fair Center
365 San Antonio Road
San Jose, Calif 95128 Mt View. Calif 94040
249-8700
941-3600
HOURS:

VF.

PA -F 9-9, Sat 9-5:30/ Sun12-5: MV. M -Sat 9-530

Miller High Life
Welcom You Bac

SEX VALUES

ir

continued from page 1
Many people have the
wrong kinds of heroes
today, he continued.
"The real heroes are
two people who can commit
to each other over a
lifetime," he said.
Williams compared
sex to fire in its potential
;or good and bad.
"Like fire, it can be
beneficial if channeled
properly," he said, "but if
it is not channeled properly
it can destroy.’’
He said the Biblical
perspective on sex shows
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people what they need to
know.
"In the Bible we see a
very wholesome approach
to sex," he said.
He stressed the importance of parents
showing physical affection
to their children while they
are young.
"Many people with
sexual problems have
come from homes where
they were not loved
physically," he said.
"Some of what you feel
about sex right now is tied
to what your parents have
telegraphed to you."
Williams said much of
the searching for physical
variety in sexual partners
is superficial. He said what
people are really looking
for is the intimacy that
comes from marriage.
"There is a cummulative effect of intimacy
over the years," he said.
"That unity is to be greatly
prized and that is what
many people are looking
for."
said
Williams
Christian married couples
can experience a more
gratifying sex life than
those continually trying
different partners.
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"A KNOCKOUT!
’STEVIE’ IS A VERY BIG,
BEAUTIFUL FILM. IT DESERVES
TO STAY AROUND INDEFINITELY!
THE BEST PERFORMANCE BY
AN ACTRESS THIS YEAR."

Mail S16.95 plus coupon for each camera ordered to

Vincent Canby New York Times

0’

"DEEPLY MOVING -

Miller Partytime Offer
P.O. Box 9654
St, Paul, MN 55196

AN EXPERIENCE OF EXTRAORDINARY
IMPACT. GLENDA JACKSON’S PORTRAIT
IS NOTHING SHORT OF MARVELOUS,
AND SO IS MONA WASHBOURNE."
Archer Winsten

Please ship

New York Post

Specify Otv

PartytimeCamera(s)

TO:
Marne Please Print)

Capture Your MillerTime
6 00 8 00 9 55
SAT SUN MATINEE
2 00 4 00
1,0011111.
%MA.QO&OW5NCOMflMT

430 EMERSON
PALO ALTO

[AQUARIUS

327.3240

...with Kodak s Partytime Instant Camera!
A Special Back -to -School offer from your friends at Miller
High Life Beer
A Kodak Partytime instant camera for only $16.95
a comparable $35 00 value Clip the coupon. and send
it along with a check or money order for the amount
of purchase (Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.)
1981 Miller Brewing Company.

Milwaukee WI

(School)

,AfirIrPsq

Street

PO Eloi. Apt ir)

civ

(YOUr

Signature)

,01.1
your money order or check
It
i1.
t,,i)dt,’
Miller Partytime Offer No Club or Organization quantity purchases
iiiease (Offer expires May 31 1982

Septeinher 24
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Burger King to hold court today at SJSU
By Kris Eldred
Staff Writer
In the realm of fast
food, Kevin Bradshaw
reigns as king Burger
King.
Bradshaw portrays the
character of Burger King
for the corporation of the
same name. Dressed in a
costume of red velvet,
piped with yellow satin and
the
with
trimmed
traditional kingly white
fur, he has traveled the
Northwestern states entertaining audiences with
magic, humor and songs
since the beginning of the
year.
22 -year -old
The
graduate student in the
SJSU Drama Department
looks much like the TV
version of Burger King
with his golden red hair
and matching artificial
beard. His eyes, a distinctive golden red that match
his hair, give the illusion
that he is magical.
"If the children see
Burger King on a TV
commercial, then see him
at a restaurant performing, they don’t think
too much of it because they
think he is magical, that he
can fly," Bradshaw said.
However, if a Burger
King character is performing in a nationally
televised event, usually no
other Burger King will
perform until the event is
over, according to Bradshaw. One of 15 actors
portraying Burger King,
Bradshaw says the reason
is the Burger King Corp.
doesn’t want children to
think of the character "like
a Santa on every corner.
"Burger King is
special. The corporation
wants to keep him

Denver doing a show at a
restaurant, a hurricaneforce wind came up and
lifted the state off the
ground. It was scary, but
the wind calmed awn and
I went on with the show."
"It was a crash course
in everything. I learned
magic, the shows, studied
my contract and the
training manual," he said.
Bradshaw’s contract
as the Burger King
character is complex. It
lists in specific detail the
rules governing Bradshaw’s performances as
Burger King, and the use of
the crown, the medallion,
and the belt buckel emblazoned with the Burger
King logo.

Bradshaw hopes to
as Burger King for
a few more years and then
move to the Los Angeles
area to "be closer to the
industry." He hopes to
a
someday
become
situation-comedy actor or a
variety-show actor.
remain

"If I make it as an
actor, great. If I don’t, then
I have my BA in radio/’I’V
as security," said Bradto the
Shaw referring
degree in radio/TV
broadcasting he earned
last semester.
Bradshaw will be
...

performing his Burger
King show at SJSU today in
the Theatre Arts Department’s Studio Hour. Free
to SJSU students and
faculty, the show will begin
at 3:30 p.m. in Speech and
Drama 103. the Studio
Theatre.

WEST VALLEY
SERVICE
SECRETARIAL
Term Papers
Theses
(408)

Student Rates
Manuscripts

272-3300

............ 4

show
Bradshaw’s
includes magic, something
he had very little
knowledge
of
before
becoming the Burger King.
After being hired from
several
hundred
applicants, Bradshaw was
trained in a three-week
period by his employer,
Mark Wilson Productions
(who does the hiring for
Burger King).
Photo hv To,,/14.)yeailx

Kevin Bradshaw, 22, part-time king and full-time student at SJSU, portrays
the Burger King, a job that keeps him on the move.
kids laugh, especially the
kids in the hospital," he
said. "I would do it (perform) for no money if I
could afford it."
Aside from performing
outdoors at Burger King
restaurants, Bradshaw
does his show for children
in hospitals and for people
in convalescent homes. He
performs three 20-minute
shows at each location and

Though his shows are
performed to pre-recorded
music and cues, Bradshaw
must occasionally rely on
his improvisational skills
awkward
handle
to
situations
"The worst times include when a drunk lady
walked up on stage and
tried to molest a kid. I had
to stop the show and have
her escorted her off," he

According to
shaw, any violation
contract can result
termination of his
renewable contract.

said.
"Then, when I was in
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A timeless symbol of your achievements...
September 21, 22, and 23, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
480 S Tenth St. San Jose 295-8777
(3 Blocks from Campus)

at the SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

love making people laugh’

special," he said.
As Burger King,
Bradsaw uses his talent as
an entertainer to make
people laugh, something he
enjoys doing.
"I love making people
laugh at me and at
themselves. I like to make

earns $150 per show plus
expenses. During the
summer, he performed
about 10 to 15 shows a
month.
Bradshaw
works
weekends during the school
year, performing six or
eight shows a month.
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Best of two worlds...

Auto Parts &
Machine Shop Service

),
’Domestic
t
rl. Adrian Klein Co.
’12431 S. First Street
t\ San Jose, CA 95113

’Foreign

294-94421’\

STUDENT DISCOUNT

"I lost my job,
my house, my Rolls Royce,
my family left me...
what else can
possibly go wrong?"

"Hi Dad!"
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Sports
Spartan soccer
scoring leaders

Constantine, Guarchi
ready for Stanford
Player
By Mark J. Tennis
Staff Writer
When the SJSU soccer
team takes on Stanford
Saturday night, its starting
line-up will return to
normal.
That’s
because
defenders
Nick
Constantine and Alex Guarchi,
unable to play in the
Spartans’ 3-2 loss to San
Diego last Sunday, have
mended their afflictions
and are ready to play.
"I’m going to play no
matter what," said Constantine, who sprained an
ankle in SJSU’s 2-2 tie with
Portland last Thursday.
"We’ve got to beat Stanford."
Guarchi was also a
victim of Thursday’s
Portland contest when he
suffered a deep cut over his
left eye. The cut required
12 stitches to close.

he stitches came out
yesterday," Guarchi said
on Wednesday morning.
"I’ll be playing against
Stanford."
The injury report was
not encouraging, however,
for reserve defender
Vanlee Waters, who
replaced Guarchi in last
Sunday’s game.
In the second half,
Waters knee gave out and
the junior from San Mateo
was sent sprawling to the
turf, clutching his right leg.
On Friday, Waters will
have the knee operated on.
It will not be known if he
can play again this season
until results of the
operation are known. He
will be sidelined at least
three to four weeks if he
can come back at all.
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CUT FLOWERS
WEDDINGS
PLANTS
ARRANGEMENTS
FUNERAL
’

1

/
/Wall

(9(100/4.41,(1
1418111 BLOSSOM HILL RD
LOS GATOS CA 95030

0’, 1

356-0696
4411-41M2

Photo by Jocelyn Oldham,

SJSU’s Torn Vischer 121 tries to head the ball into the left upper corner of the
goal in the Spartans’ 2-2 tie with Portland last Thursday.
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SHOP FOR YOUR
CAR INSURANCE
BY COMPUTER

Serving San Jose to
San Francisco with total
coverage photography
(it’s worth the drive)

Weddings
Casual Portraits
50th Anniversaries
Potties & Banquets
Grand Openings
Trade Exhibits
New Product Re/Bases
Boards Of Directors
Award Presentations
Groups
Conventions
Business Portraits
Passport I D Portraits

"Brir.lo to Be"
HOU DAY INN, San Jose Airpoft
13105 Nowt,, lii, Sri r,

t)

GOD’S

Giulio Bernardi
Sergio Cardoso
Chris Dierkes
Hector Pizarro
Joe Pimentel
Michael Hurst
Dave Pickett
Alex Guarchi
Tom Vischer

BRIDAL FASHION SHOW
SUNDAY, SEP"’ EMBER 27, 2 p

Quotes from 40 companies in sii ()ink

foittirirg
Tiffany Jones Bridal Shop --

t.

Sin Jose
Gatos
Los
Flowersof
Carousel
fv!..ti!ri
Glenn Jay Photography Joe Escobar Jewelry --San

Drawings to be held for the
following gifts:

Revolutionary new concept in buying auto
insurance! Saves you time and money. Call
for an appointment or stop by for your free
auto quote today! Special rates for full time
(12 unit) students.

novai

Photo Merchandiso
Credit on WeiLling
$10(1 Rt.ception
of Wed.l)ng

$200

$100 off Wedding
2 Church Floral Pi..ces Value to $100
1 pr. 616mill Pearl Stir!

White & Myatt
701 N. 1st Street
,n Jose, CA

3154 Campus Drive
San Mateo
California 94403
(In Laurelwood Center
next to Bank of America)

Complim,:mtary I fors D’oni.,res

(408)287-8910

Champagne 5(% No Chtrj. ft.r Admission
Call ?87-5340 for more inforn iation

NSURANCE
BROKERS

Glenn Jay

Photography

ii
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classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS

AD CLUB PARTY Fri W23 8 P.
Bring an outrageous Product
Idea and win some cheer Free
Refreshments See Ad Club
Board for maps and details.
ATTENTION SKIERS-our 2nd skl
club meeting is Oct. lot in Cog
132 at? 30 Oct. 3rd is our Barn
Dance. starts 4 p.m.
SAN JOSE RECORD SWAP Sun
Sept. 27901. 1/41 p.m., Le Baron
19011 13.10 N. 1st. New and Used
Records and Tapes
JUSTICE
CRIMINAL
OPPORTUNITIES For Police,
Deputy Sheriffs and Office
positions in the U S.A Send S6.00
check or money order. The
Informer, 13 Fair Street, P.O.
Box 361, Carmel, NY 10512
JOIN THE SIERRA CLUB. Ski
trips, backpacking, day hikes.
parties, bicycling Meeting Sept.
n. Tuesday at 7 33 p.m in the
Guadalupe room
GIANT FLEA MARKET at 630 S.
Bascom Ave., Sat. and Sun..
Sept. 26111 and 27th Begins at II
an.
SUNDAY CATHOLIC MASS at
Campus Christian Center, arld
P.M. in Jonah’s Wall downstairs
meeting room and MOO P.m. In
Chapel 300 SO. 10th (al San
Corbel
GET THE EDGES Prepare to take
the GRE, GMAT. LSAT or NTE
wall on campus prep 511610110.
Outstanding faculty Low fee
Courses start everyfew weeks
Coll Continuing Education, San
Jose State University, (40(11 277
2182. There is nOSubtlitution for
preparation!
)

CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE TTTTT ment
program needs volunteers and
interns Personally rewarding
work Call DINOthV or Nancy Sr
799 747S

HELP WANTED for beautiful
English Tudor house 20 hrs
Housework/cooking in exchange
for room and board Attractive,
comfortable studio style room
with bathroom and own en
trance.

ATTENTION SKIERS Positions
Marketing
for
available
Coordinators and Marketing
Part time position
Manager
involves marketing and
promoting high quality ski and
beach trips on campus. Earn
commission plus free travel.
Highly motivated individuals
with Rocky Mountain ski ex
perience required. Call Summit
Plaza.
Parkde
Tours,
Columbia. MO 65101 Phone 1
1100/ 323-0439
BUS. 1218 TUTOR WANTED
SW"RI will Pay $10/HR for
someone to assist me in going
over important concepts. Prefer
person who took Dr. Chang
and/or received an A or 8 Carr
roe before asn . grafter 10 pm
Diane 297 3239
FEMALE WANTED for two hours
in morning 01 10 a.m.t for
personal care for handicapped
aid cop
woman. N
preferred. 2497575
HELP WANTED -at Spartan Shops
Dining Commons. HrS. 7 10a m.
112 p.m , 2 5 p.m. $3.45/hr to
shirt Call Loth@ Walker at 2773107
_
04.00 PER HOUR, part time
Monday thru Friday. Sourdough
Eatery, eall N. First Street, Son
Jose
wage
COMPANIONS Hourly
Work afternoons. evenings,
weekends with retarded persons
in their homes No experience
needed, we train. IS6 MI or 964
7259
TRAINEESDoorporsons, cocktail
Servers. Part time, NOY in
perlenSunetys Disco. 721 Wilke&
St., San Job. Thurs. Tim/
Sunday, 11Pm. MINA".

HELP WANTED

ACCTO/BKK PR with personal
computer experience Call Bob
or Sandy at 777 4010 Part time
BUSSERS AND WAITERS wanted
Lunch and dinner Excellent
tips Euiipi Restaurant 174 So
151 St. 200 6161.
PRIVATE TUTOR needed for
student studying finer acclg
and micro ecOn Joe 267 0431,
266 113111
WEEKEND WORK -4 hews 0014
Nurses aid exp. prebend. For
dsblb
person 311112316
Los
Gatos area 114 10 hour

»

WANTED: Ambitious, Goal
individual
OP
Oriented
ports/Miry for WORM?. Onetime.
Proguolity for Orientation. Call
238-0455 between 6 and 5 N F
Leave name and numb’?

IRS BO MOO I software Microsoft
Fortran 10/Macro. 00, ver 12
$100. RS Cobol, Ver 1.3. Mod III
also $150. RS Advance Star
Analysis RS Disk mail list $25.
MTS Cur. Fit/Plot Frogs. $25.
116755541.
FURNITURE
USED
GOOD
Dinettes, $79 SO and up Sofa and
Chair sets S159.50 and up,
Chests, 69w and up Lamps.
S910 and up Table sets (7 pc.),
$59 50 and up Bedroom Sets 15
pc ), 5I79 50 and up Only a
sample of our large selection.
Rental
Furniture
Con t
Clearance Center 4995 Stevens
Creek Blvd Santa Clara One
block east Or Lawrence Ex
preysway 984 0433
BEDROOM FURNITURE -Good
quality. reasonable Prices.
Complete bed 11011 Sleet.
dresser desk combo., night
stands, lamps, mirrors, chairs
(upholstered, and choir stands,
Day 225111151 NightS: 549,5793.
AUTOMOTIVE SECTION
--XI AMC GREMLIN -6 cyl auto
PS Pe 34K Mi Exc Cond most
sell $2350 657 175819 p.m.
1969

COUGAR X117-RunS go
-17d.
Looks great! $1800/nadollable.
867 6079 evev Ask for Mary.

LOOKING FOWARD TO -paying the
salesman’s commission? Don’t!
Buy direct from factory with
warranties Most name brands.
Brian, 296 3745 or 293 3466.
S.F. OPERA TK TS. Oct. It. ’ill
"Lady Macbeth" Ord,. seats
160/pr. 14151965 1050
REFRIGERATOR 1105. Hideabed
$150, Antique Carved wood
double bed $IM, Dinette WO, Old
TWO, $60. couch $55, other sluff
2933020

4 MAGS WHEELS !small) car
510000. Guitar S7S 00, Bundy
flute SISO 00 1415) 376161u

itOROOM

APT. -13.323, Studio
(furn) $245 Both near campus.
151, last plus deposit Call Pat
295 7436

2

76 MG MIDGET Good Cala 60K.
radars HO top F ISS,AM Needs
minor *di $1950110 471 8430

YAMAHA 71 603 ENcellent COnd
Only 12K ovs extras. ss mpg
Cell Lame 207 Me

5
GALBOMANIA-Excellent
member Rock Band! Ines
pensive and perfect for any
occasSion. Will audition at your
convenience. Call Mark 2811-5574
Evenings.

furnished
BEDROOMS’ AEK
5395.00. Rent Month plus
deposits W and GPO. 3
bedrooms AEK furnished 5/300
rent month AEK plus deposits,
water and garbage pd. PH. 2117
7590.

MONEY FOR EDUCATION 100
proven sources. Send $1000 West
Coast Finance Dept 5.19 PO Box
24709, S.J., CA 95154

LIVE IN THE ORIGINAL WILLOW
Glen Firehouse, (Now a 1600 Sq.
ft. apt.) Cathedral ceilings,
quiet, private and nice. Share
with I or 2 others. $215/mo, and
utIS . deposits, Oc.. negotiable.
Kids oh, depending on kid. No
pets. 4 pinball machine, Lets Of
practice room for dancer. No
heavy druggies or booze freaks.
Cali
Safe neighborhood
anytime, I kW very late hours
Paul 2913029

JUSTICE
CRIMINAL
OPPORTUNITIES -For Police,
Deputy Sheriffs end Office
positions in the U.S.A. Send 5610
check Or Money order The
InfOrMer, 13 Fair Street. P.O.
1500 561, Carmel, NY 10517
NEED CAR REPAIR? Student will
do mirror tune up and minor
engine repair at student rates.
Larry 2431120
_
RESIDENTIAL
AND
COMMERCIAL CLEANING.
Free EstimatesResonable
Rates, Call Vivian of 297-91186

STUDIO-,clean.

quiet all
FURN.
util Pd $265 plus dep 2 blks
SJSU 200-0623.
SPACIOUS
BEAUTIFUL
courtyard,
BUILDING Coed
kitchen, fireplace, piano. linens.
color TV, parking $50 to SO)
weekly 207 So 11 st OFFICE
122 N a St 9000223

PLAN:. Take
STUDENT
core of your mouth and teeth.
Save Money, Enroll Now!!!
Information and brochures at
A S Office or into desk or call
3710011

SHAW’S LIGHTWEIGHT CYCLES
Racing and Touring Specialists
Specializing in bicycles tailored
to the rider’s needs with proven
convents and accessories. Full
ilne of clothing and shoes. expert
veheelbuilding, complete repair
services, tools by Carnpagnolo
135 E . Williams Street, San Jose,
Cal, 2955824
BAD HABIT -5 member Top 40
dance band available for
weddings and parties. Come
hear us play. Call for auditions
25111518 JIme or
2308763
Stuart.
NEED A GIFT quick? But no time to
shop or wrap or deliver It? We’ll
do it all for you! No! we’re not a
’ions? We’re "Everything But
Flowers’ call us, 793 GIFT tor
balloonagrams, gourmet food
and wine baskets You want it
we’ll create it. and wrap it and
oah,..ar it for you Call us. 793
GIFT unique gifts from $25 00
STEREO
AUDIO ENTERPRISES -has the
widest selection of the highest
fidelity at the lowest prices. See
SU bltn boards for specials. Call
for quotes on over 200 brands.
2555650, ask for Ken
TYPING

CUPERTINO
TYPING near
DeAnza College IBM Sete<
Many type Styles SI/dbl sped pg
Like any lelh good work/low
cost. Charlene 257 0977 day/eve.
REIKO’S TYPING SVC Sunnyvale
Selectric II, fast accurate,
correct spelling errors! Per
POW or hourly cost. Phone: 730

assa

TYSON
AND
HA.YM-OND
SECRETARIAL SERVICE F
elf, accurate, prof. typing
(edited for spelling)
IBM
Selactric. Call Sharon at 14001
9269224 between 530 P.m. 18:30
p.m. weekdays and all day
Saturday,TYPING, ALL KINDS. Exp’d. fast
adpna"accEudnttinegt,1000verf3BniLghspacod
turn
around and poor writing extra.
C811964-70116.
TYPING Thesis, Term Papers,
Etc , Experienced and fast,
Phone 70
reasonabi
8674.
TYPING: 22 years eederierin.
Theses, resumes, reports,
dissertations, editing. All for
mats. Deadlines guaranteed.
Neat, accurate. So San Jose
Kathie, 570 1216
JANE’S
PROF
TYPING
high
Service . . . Acc RRRRR
Quality, deadlines guaranteed.
Reports, theses resumes:
Work,
research papers etc
performed on IBM Selectrie II.
Copy service available with
nominal fee. Here is to another
smashing semester! Call 251
$942

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
report. resumes, Moos. etc
Accurate IBM, professional
quality! Low cost! Guaranteed!
Pam
247 7681
Evenings/weekends
(Santa
Clara)
NEED PART TIME TYPIST
Excellent typing skills. TUN.
and Thies full say GP and P
295 7034 Anita

TYPING Neat and accurate.
reasonable rates. Located in So
Sim Jose Ask for Lori at 761
41124.

TYPING Professirmal, prompt,
accurate,
neat -protects,
MOWS, statistical 2533013

TYPING High quality, fast turn
around. friendly service, tree
copyof each report CAII Girl

Friday Secretarial Service, 267
9120.
LOS ALTOS/PALO ALTO- Selectric
Ili and Electronic typing. 01.75
per double spaced Me. 20 yes
’seer
for SJSU students.
Irene
94 7015 or 49462011.
BEST -PRICES-Bast machine. 287
4355.
WILLOW
GLEN/ALMADEN
competent typing and editing of
term papers, reports and
resumes hoe Univ approved
formats). Call Marcia at 266.
94411.
TYPING Done In my home.
Reasonadio. fast and accurate.
Call Lynn 738-1914
TYPING - Accuracy,
neatness,
deadlines guaranteed. EPP. in
theses, reports, dissertations.
APP. SJSU Grad, Stud, ISM
II. So. San Jose/Blossom Valley.
Janet 2319521
CAMBRIAN/LOS
GATOS
Experienced typist. All formats.
IBM correcting Sektctric III.
Choice of type sin and style.
Pica double spaced page/from
St
Lend/rail/1.SO.
Resumes/from 65 Registered
thesrs
typist.
Na
heavy
numerical tabulating. Call Pat
in Si home at 356 2005.
PERSONALS
W/M ATTRACTIVE would like to
meet mature, intelligent at
tractive female
Respond
w/C010to PO Box 1693 San Bruno
CA 94066
LISA
Happy I Year An
niversoryi September, 24th 1991
I Love Yowl III Love. Ken
KENI Thanks for the great year
I’m looking forward to the years
to come Happy Anniversary!
Love, Lisa.
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CHRYSLER THRF E HUNDRED
with AC $US Schw,nn Varsity 10
Seen $35 Phone 2117 9731

FLUTE LESSONS taught privately
by professional teacher/player.
All levels. any musical style
Taught on campus Reasonable
rates. Call 277 0738 or 964 0319

COUPLE SEEK LIVE-IN female
companion for husband. Rm.
brd, more benefits, duties
negotiable Si Berryessa btwn
101, 660 Private home Sam or
Greg 251 4542 Eves

FOR SALE

AMPEG VII bass amp 210 watt
tube used 4 months $1425 new
$700 or best offer 211 1106

A Wedding
FOR
LOOKING
Photographer? Your wedding
photographs by John Eric
Paulson. Photographs are no
pressions of love soft, elegant
and universally understood. For
the finest award winning
photography. Call John at 44
23811.

LARGE HOUSE for student Ora
19 bedrooms, 4 1/2 bath. 2 kit
Next to
chens. rec room
campus Austin 354 1262 leave
message

AUDIO ENTERPRISES has the
wIdest Selection or the highest
fidelity/a the lowest prices See
SU bltn boards for specials Call
for quotes on over 200 brands
2S5 5550. ask for Ken
SUBARU 72 14044 $900 or besr
offer AC excellent cond Call
evenings 998 9935 ask for Node
Rm No 7

SERVICES

HOUSING

5 imes $30130

Semester Hate,: All lowest
10 lines $4500 * IS lines $06

City

Phone 277-3175
Circle

Enclosed is $
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Claudication

Announcements

Help Wanted
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Automofive

liecHung

Serv tees

Travel

For Sale
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Stereo

Typuig
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By Cindy Bundock
Staff Writer
SJSU students can
research job opportunities
at Career Exploration
Days from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
today in the S.U. Ballroom.
Career Exploration
Days is a program
designed to give students
information to help them
plan careers, according to
Margaret Wilkes, career
adviser.
Wilkes said Career
Exploration Days is not a
job fair, but more of a

A
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there to talk with students
on an individual basis
concerning types of
their
within
careers
organizations and the
qualifications that they are
looking for.
The program, which
approximately
1,600
students attended last
year, is in its fifth year
and getting bigger every
year, according to Wilkes.
It’s a university
program that employers
look forward to, she said.
At
Career
Ex -

Talk to representatives
about jobs coming up...
chance to contemplate
career possibilities.
"You can talk to
representatives about jobs
coming up in the future,"
she said.
emSeventy-eight
ployers attended the
program yesterday and
many of them will be
available today.
The employers will be

spartaguide

PRETTY CLC6E .. flE13ffi. A
5 ’ME ’8 THROW AWAY!

t/

ploration Days, students
can find out about the
different opportunities
companies offer.
Lockheeed Missiles
and Space Company offers
more than just engineering
jobs, Wilkes said.
Wilkes said the information packet students
receive when entering the
S.U. Ballroom contains a

questionnaire students can
use as a guide when talking
with employers.
Some students are lost
about how to start conversations, she said.
has
IBM
Corp.
engineering, marketing,
general administration,
finance and personnel
representatives at the
event.
Bob Elliott, accounting
project manager for IBM,
said grades are an important criterion for hiring.
Elliott said of the three
managers working for him,
one has an accounting
degree, one has a master’s
in business administration
and one does not have any
degree.
The CIA hires only
students with degrees,
according to Bill Cooley,
personnel
agency
representative for the
North Western states.
Approximate starting
yearly salaries for an
graduate
engineering
might be $21,000, while
students with journalism
degrees might start at
$16,000, Cooley said.

Photo hv Steve Pandon
Rudolph Asunsold, left, discusses the details of working for the city and
county of San Francisco during Career Exploration Days held yesterday in
the S.U. Ballroom.
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Cooley said it is unportant for students to
know a foreign language
and be interested in foreign
affairs.
since the CIA is an
international organization,
it is interested in what is
going on in the world, not
necessarily just in the
United States, said Cooley.
Cooley, who has
worked for the agency
more than 20 years, said he
enjoys talking to students
and explaining about the
CIA.
He said the CIA table
generates lots of interest.

for labs
Ninety to 100 fume
hoods in the chemistry and
engineering labs are being
modified to meet California
safety code specifications.
The $217,000 project,
which began in June, is
schedule for completion in
December.
According to Ron
Montgomery, director of
. Environmental Health and
Public Safety, fume hoods
are enclosed hoods, six to
eight feet long and two to
three feet deep. The hoods
are used in SJSU labs to
ventilate toxic matter
produced by heated
chemicals.
The hoods make it safe
for students to handle such
materials. Some chemicals
must be left overnight in
order to ventilate the toxic
fumes, Montgomery said.
A law was passed,
Montgomery said, that
requires, in part, that the
hoods be modified so that
the air circulates faster.
The second part of the
safety provision includes
the installation of an on-off
indicator.
Montgomery
noted
that all the hoods will have
the indicators installed, but
not all will need air speed
changes if they already
meet the code.

Huey Lewis and the News ready
to rock S.U. Ballroom tomorrow
By Maureen Keenan
Staff Writer
If you haven’t heard
the news yet, you can this
Friday. Huey Lewis and
the News will appear at 8
p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom.
Tickets cost $4 in advance and $5 at the door.
They can be purchased at
the A.S. Business Office,
Bass ticket outlets and the
San Jose Box Office.
If you’re a little out of
touch with tht music scene,
you can get a sense of it
when The Feel, the opening
band for the News, gives a
free performance at noon

today at the S.U. Amphitheater.
The News, comprised
of six San Francisco-based
musicians, with Huey
Lewis as the nucleus,
provide a driving, uptempo combination of
contemporary rock ’n’ roll.
The group’s philosophy
is to "musically have a
good laugh" while placing
most of its effort into live
performances.
The liveliness comes out
as "provocative dance
music," which labels the
band as front page
material.

If you’d like to shake to
the music, go see The Feel.
The group is billed as the
"tighest rhythm section
east of Bush Street (San
Francisco)," and has been
playing in the Bay Area for
10 years.
The three key members are guitarist Jeff
Tracy, who is said to
"carve a distinctive sound
with his ’axe’ and array of
electronic gizmos," Colby
Pollard, bassist and song
writer and drummer Joe
"Barn Bam" Rizzi, who is
"always on time."

These shows
presented by the
Program Board.
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The American Institute
of Chemical Engineers will
meet at 7:30 tonight in the
S.U. Almaden Room. The
speaker will be Dan E.
Theobald of the Zoecon
Corporation. For more
information, call Adon
Delgado at 289-1167.
The Humanities Club
will meet at 7 tonight in the
S.U. Montalvo Room. For
more information, call
Larry at 268-2285.
The Society for the
of
Advancement
Management (SAM) will
meet at 7:30 p.m. today at
the Moorpark and Saratoga
Hungry Hunter. Craig
Rovzar will speak on
foreign trade. For more
information, call Bill
Hidabrand at 377-6463, or
stop by the SAM office in
Classrooms,
Business
room 317.
SJSU’s Sailing Club
will meet at 7:30 tonight in
Dudley Moorhead Hall,
room 226 A. Schedules for
Bay-Sails in San Francisco
will be available.

A free Jazzercise class
will be held at 9:30 a.m.
today in Allen Hall. For
more information, call
Carol Valdon at 280-6138.
The Hispanic Business
Association will host a wine
and cheese social at 6:30
p.m. tomorrow at 2684
Othello Ave. For more
information, call Lupe or
Rosie Aguinaga at 274-8922
or stop by Business
Classrooms, room 316.
Beta Alpha Psi will
hold its first formal
meeting at 7 p.m.
tomorrow in the Los Gatos
Lodge DeAnza Room. More
information is available in
business Classrooms, room
316.
Friday Flicks will
present "Tess" at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in the Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Tickets
are $1.75. For more information, call 277-3228.
Sigma Alpha Mu
fraternity will host a South
Seas Little Sister rush at 8
p.m. tomorrow at 567 S.
Eighth St. For more information, call Dave
Bennet at 279-9397.

The German Club will
host a swimming and
barbecue event at 3:30 p.m.
Saturday. New members
are welcome. There will be
a $2.50 charge for food and
drinks. For more information, call Eric at 2807540.
Akbayan
SJSU’s
Filipino Club will hold its
welcome picnic at 11 a.m.
Saturday at Lake Elizabeth
in Fremont. For more
information, call William
Elchiyama at 297-5274.
The Portuguese-Brazilian Club will meet at 2
p.m. Sunday at Dr.
DaSilva’s home. For more
information, call Matthew
at 257-7444 or Margaret at
322-9177.
Intercultural
The
Steering Committee invites
all cultural organizations
to participate in the Oct. 3
food bazaar. For more
information, call Muriel or
David at 279-4575 or 2773690.
The Lady Spartan
basketball team is looking
for a manager. Work hours

The Women’s Center is
sponsoring two groups to
help women deal with body
image and addictive
relationships with food.
One group meets from 7 to
9 p.m. Wednesdays and the
other meets from 12:30 to 2
p.m. Fridays. For further
information, call Lucinda
at 294-7265 or Cathy at 2773996.
Students can be tested
for sickle cell anemia today
in the Student Union as
part of Sickle Cell
Awareness Week. For
more information, call
Oscar Battle at 277-3622.
When you’ve tried
everything else...

SKYDIVE
Complete first lump course
Individuals $75 00
Group Rotes
No Extra Costs
Nearest school to
the South Bay
Falcon Parachute School
(2091836 1544
12091364-6430

Attention

SPARTANS!
Traveling to Fresno for the game on October 3rd?

-.

are 1:30 to 4 p.m. daily. If
interested, call Rene
Lauerman at 277-3750.

Stay at Fresno’s Four Star rated Smuggler’s Inn

Get
out the
lemon

Pool Spa - .King & Queen Beds -- Air Conditioned
Color TV Featuring Smuggler’s Restaurant &
Lounge. Great Grog & Vittles Disco Dancing

Call Toll Free for

Special Rates (800) 742-1911

3737 North Blackstone
Fresno, California 93726
(On the road It Yosemite 3 mills

to the new Bendel( Stadium)

and
salt

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARDimmir
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

SEASON PREMIERE

TOMORROW

FRIDAYSeptruou
1, ACADEMY
AWARDS
Best
Cinematography
Best
Art Direction

410

Best
Costume Design

ONE SHOW ONLY, 8:00
8.00 p.m
$1 75 Morris Doily Aud
For more information, call 777 3228
amlnlml FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

DON’T BE LATE FOR THAT IMPORTANT DATE!
TOGO’S has 27 special combination sandwiches’
A few meats &cheeses include:

,

Turkey, Ham, Hot Roast Beef, Bologna, Genoa,
Linguica, Salami, Capicolla, Mortadella
Cotto Salami, Hot Pastrami, Provolone,
Hot Italian Sausage, Parmesan,
Beef In Bar-B-Q Sauce...
Come to TOGO’S and join us
this Saturday, Sept. 26th in a
tailgate party for the SJSUCAL football game.
Order your 5 ft. sandwiches for
the game, but please give us 24
hrs. in advance for your order.
Hope to see you this Saturday.
Good Luck Spartans!
Just remember.. our superefficient sandwich makers don’t
dilly-dally with your time

TOGO’S
EATERY

8th and Williams St. 297-1132
Mon -Sat.10:30-10.00 Sun 11 .00- 10.(11)

An excellent opportunity for all students at
San Jose State University to meet with employPr
on a one -to one basis and explore current and
future career job opportunities.

Career Exploration Days
Student Union Ballroom -September 23 & 24
10a .m - 3p.m.

s

IMPORTED
BEER
FROM
MEXICO.
Brewed IL Packager, by
CINVECf
CIIMOMMOC S A
Monterrey N I Memo
Western 11 S Importers
w:SDOM 1MPISI SAI FS COMPANY INC
intro. CaNtornia 92/14

vveeK. r ur
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Concord crowd ’Kihnized’ by area favorite
by Barbara Wyman
Special Pages Editor
First there was Kihn.
Then there was Kihn again
and again and again.
What more could 8,000
rock and roll fans ask for?
Apparently not much,
if the satisfied hoots and
praises resounding through
the night air at the Concord
Pavilion Friday were indicative of the general

Sprinsteen’s "For You," is
arrangement
an
Springsteen himself has
now adopted giving Kihn
due credit.
After introducing the
opening band, the Tazmanian Devils. Kihn
disappeared behind the
stage, leaving the unsatisfied crowd awaiting
the next of Kihn.
The Devils made a

Concert review
feeling rock and rollers
have for the Greg Kihn
Band.
From his first solo
appearance, bearing only
an acoustic twelve-string
guitar, to a double encore
ending, Greg Kihn rockihn
rolled the sold-out audience
until he could rock no
more.
Before the show
started, Kihn trotted onto
stage in faded blue jeans
and a plaid shirt and
performed two solo
numbers for his elated
fans.
One song, Kihn’s own
rendition of Bruce

whole-hearted attempt at
capturing the audience’s
ear, but for the most part
the crowd was set on Kihn.
The Devils, dressed in
flaming red, white and
black gave a powerful
performance. But even
songs with such pulsating
beats as "She’s Gone, I’m
Glad" or "Rockers Die
Young" failed to sting any
more than a small portion
of the Kihn-struck crowd.
After another brief
appearance by Kihn, the
audience was introduced to
Los Angeles favorite Joan
Jett and the Blackhearts.
Jett, though barely five

Photo hv Boh Bernardo

Greg kihn has been a favorite in Bay Area
nightclubs for the past three years.

Photo ht, Bob Bernardo

Greg Kihn, right, and lead guitarist Dave Carpender give it "all they Kihn give" in one of several duets
they played at the Concord Pavilion Friday.
feet tall, was a virtual
tower of power with her
fiesty mannerisms and
rough voice.
Sporting a leopard skin
t-shirt and tight black
pants. Jett stomped around
the stage, more frightening
than appealing.
Her piercing blue eyes
and jet black hair made
Jett a sight not soon to be
forgotten.
Jett’s rebellious music,
on the other hand, was no
more than typical punkstyle rock and didn’t move
more than a fraction of the
audience to return her
surplus energy.
Songs like "Bad
Reputation" and "Do You
Want to Touch Me?," with
less than a third of the
audience singing the
requested "yeah, oh yeah,"
were, like the Devils’,
vigorous but fruitless attempts.
The crowd had been
Kihnized.
When Kihn finally
returned, this time wearing
an earth-tone pinstriped
shirt and followed by four
band members, the
audience suddenly came to
life.
Slicing through cheers

from now ecstatic fans, the
band began with "When the
Music Starts."
"All right," said Kihn
upon finishing "Let’s get
this place rockin’," and the
band proceeded to do just
that.
Kihn, crouched down
and reaching to the
audience, seemed more
like an old friend than a
sought-after rock star. His
boyish grin and small-town
friendliness easily showed
why he’s been a favorite in
Bay Area nightclubs for the
past three years.
As was to be expected,
the band played top hits
like "They Don’t Write
’Em Like That Anymore,"
"Trouble in Paradise" and
"Girl Most Likely Not."
When the band performed the popular
"Madison Avenue Man" a
screen behind the stage lit
up with a slide of a typical
Madison Avenue scene.
Perhaps the most
response
enthusiastic
came when Kihn sang
renditions of old songs like
"Liftin’ M. Highter" and
"You Really Got Me Goin."
Those who weren’t
dancing were clapping or
swaying to the beat.

Kihn stepped over to
lead guitarist, Dave "the
rave" Carpender and said
casually. "C’mon Dave,
let’s rock."
Carpender, a tall, lank
bright
sporting
man
orange-red loafers matched only by his fiery hair,
gave Kihn an approving
nod. The two proceeded
into a duet with both
musicians giving it "all
they Kihn give."
Each band member
took a turn in the spotlight
and Kihn stepped back
calling due attention to the
musicians. Drummer
Larry Lynch occasionally
sang lead vocals, a feat not
common among percussionists.
Several slow songs
were interspersed among
the up-tempo majority.
Kihn performed one song,
"Sheila" with such sincerity, even the most
cynical girl would find it
hard not to wish she were
the subject of the song.
When the audience was
asked to sing along, enthusiastic volunteers
popped like popping corn
from the audience.
During a crowd
favorite "Secret Meeting,"

Kihn dropped to his knees
and crumpled into a ball
while the stage lights
glowed a soft orange color.
A crescendo of drums and
keyboards brought Kihn to
his feet and the orange
glow jumped to a white
spotlight. Kihn acted out
the music in several
numbers.
wasn’t
he
When
playing, Kihn would circle
the stage clapping with the
audience in a casual Peter
Frampton style.
Following the last set
Kihn
raised
the
microphone above his head
and hurled it onto the floor.
The stage lights dimmed
and the band stood a
moment in the darkness.
By then the clapping was
full force and those who
weren’t already standing
leaped from their seats to
applaud the performance.
A standing ovation and
screams of "Bring Back
Kihn" sailed through a
screen of blazing matches
and pocket lighters
bringing the band back not
once, but twice, for final
encores.
The crowd still yelled
for more.
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’My Genius, My Child’ to premiere Oct. 2
SJSU will present the
world premiere of the
Harold C. Crane National
Playwriting Award winner
"My Genius, My Child"
Oct. 2 at 8 p.m. in the
University Theatre.
Written by the late
Ketti Frings, "My Genius,
My Child" won the SJSUsponsored Crane award
last February. Based on
the life of playwright
Eugene O’Neill, the play
shows relationships between O’Neil and those

"Frings wanted to
paint a picture of what it
must be like for a genius to
deal with the real world
and visa versa," Parks
said.
Frings, who won a
Pulitzer Prize for her
adaptation of Thomas
Wolfe’s "Look Homeward,
Angel," died at the age of
71, just one day after
learning about winning the
Crane award.
"As soon as we the
judges) learned it was

"My Genius, My
Child" will play at 8 p.m.
Oct. 2, 3, 8,9 and 10, and at
2:30 p.m. Oct. 7 in the

University Theatre.
Tickets are available
in the SJSU Box Office.

Prices for the Wednesday
and Thursday shows are $4
general and $2 for students
and senior citizens. Tickets

for other performances are
$5 general and $2.50 for
students and senior
citizens.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

IA
SEPT. 27
SUN,
.

Morris Dailey Auditorium
2 SHOWS: 7:00pm & 10:00pm

Photo hi’ Bob Bproardo

Harold Hughes (James) and Claire Lucas (Agnes)
practice their parts in "My Genius, My Child."
Ketti’s play that had won,
close to him, according to
we called her agent in Los
director Richard Parks.
based on
Angeles," Parks said.
Though
"Later, Ketti’s manager
factual data, the play’s
told us that Ketti seemed to
object was "not to create a
come out of her coma long
factual documentary, but
enough to understand that
the essence of the genius of
she had won."
O’Neill.- Parks said.

cotona we’s
MONGOLIAN BAR-B-Q
Create your own mouth-watering
/1
dishes from our selection of
meats and vegetables spiced
41.
to your desire with our
tantalizing BBQ sauces.
Cooked by our chef
// 4V -before your eyes.
/

/
/
/
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Nwe

$7.50 ADVANCED

/s..)
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41
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$9.50 AT DOOR

Tickets Available:
A.S. Box Office, Bass, San Jose Box Office

_41 ilss’ ’es),

For Info Call 277-2807
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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New time frame enlivens ’Shrew’ production
By Anne Papineau
News Editor
For theatergoers who
like spaghetti with their
Shakespeare, the San Jose
Repertory
Company’s
production of The Taming
of the Shrew" should prove
satisfying.
Not merely set in

Shakespeare’s intended
Padua, this version evolves
in post-World War II Italy.
Its actors recite the Bard’s
flowery verse in accents as
thick as pizza crust. And
they ride off, not on horseback, but astride noisy
Vespa Ciaos.
new
Dubbed a

Wing’s

14,

Chinese
Restaurant

production" and directed
by Anne McNaughton, the
whole thing almost works
succeed
would
and
wholeheartedly if not for
weaknesses such as

Theater
review
dropped accents and a
decidedly heavy-handed
game of stereotyping.
Practically every old
Italian stock character has
been resurrected from the
mothballs to people this
"Shrew." There is the
none-too-bereaved widowin-black, the earringed
gypsy man who seems to
have walked right out of
Disney’s "Pinocchio" and
even a comely tart who
could give the young
Sophia Loren a run for her
lire.
What we get is not a
Shakesperian production of

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner
Closed Mondays
6 blocks north of
Santa Clara St. between
3rd & 4th
294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson St.

1

gpow"--

CHARLEY DURKEE
PARKHURST 1812-1879

Charley
who drove stage from Santa Cruz to
1tatsonviile in the 1850’s appeared
on the great register of the County
as a voter At Parkhurst’s death, the
coroner discovered that Charley was
a woman and as such was the
first woman voter in California.(Suffrage Was granted women in 1919)

The name of ’Cross-eyed’

Pubhcety Photo

Scott Taylor as Tranio and SiSU alumnus Arthur Ward as the Pedant converse in the modern dress version of "The Taming of the Shrew."
depth and breadth, but
rather an entertaining outof-period piece.
Kandis Chappell in the
role of Caterina, the play’s
namesake Shrew, exudes
sly intelligence and
sureness of understanding.
Her Italian accent is at
once subtle and accurate,
her character clearly and
appealingly drawn.
Chappell’s playing is
nearly swallowed by the
rough-and-tumble physicalness of John Callahan’s
Petruccio. Kate is never
allowed the upper hand in
this production, not even
during her introductory
encounters with the
determined "tamer."
Callahan’s Petruccio,
while heroically handsome,
appears too self-conscious

and uncontrolled in his
Jostling to be Kate’s equal.
He seems to capture her
through force alone, and
the viewer is left feeling
sorry for this spirited
woman doomed to "marry
down."
Mark A. Castillo adds a
measure of slapstick
humor to the role of
Petruccio’s pal, Grumio,
portraying him like a
gabby Harpo Marx.
Amorose
Kathleen
makes a warm-hearted
Bianca while Charles
Martinet adds a disconcerting number of "ehs" to
Gremio’s declarations of
love.
The post-war costumes
by Marcia Frederick
contributed vastly to effectiveness of the new

time/frame. Petruccio and
Grumio’s
hodge-podge
wedding outfits, repleat
with guns and gas masks,
are even more amusing
than those used in
Elizabethan-era productions.
The Repertory Cornpany’s "Taming of the
Shrew"
was slightly
confused in its use of
Italian accents, but is to be
commended because the
startling change of era is
workable.
Shakespeare’s ornate
dialogue is in keeping with
contemporary
Italian
mannerisms, and his battle
of the sexes plotline
timeless in its chauvinism.
The comedy continues
weekends at the Montgomery Theatre..

An Erik’s Dental’s.

SANDWICH WITH
CHARACTER . .

Enirs
Mingr

Our homemade meatloaf,
heated and served on a
sweet french roll with
tomato, red onions,
alfalfa sprouts and Erik’s
Secret "(Soo"

OPEN 7 DAYS
10AM-10PM
LOS GATOS

DeliCafe
( ATI RING

15495

Los Gatos Blvd.

(Between Lark A Blossom Hill)

395-6363

Get a Pot Belly
at Inks Deli"

While Supply Lasts

Peanut Butter
Ice Cream
Fresh ground Yerba Buena Peanuts,
golden honey and cream!

84&
01
ice
cream
-w
4 The Paws
That
Refresh
OPEN 7 DAYS siN
Santa Cruz 608 Soquel Ave 423-8312
Capitola 104 Stockton 476-7812
Los Gatos 15525 Los Gatos Blvd 356-5717
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Blaine gives lack-luster performance in ’Hello Dolly!
by Janet Weeks
Staff Writer
Perhaps the San Jose
Civic Light Opera should
consider changing the
name of their season
opener from the strong,
vibrant "Hello Dolly!" title
to a passing greeting, like
"Oh, hi there Dolly."
Last Sunday’s matinee
performance at the Center
for the Performing Arts
lacked a key element-a
schmaltzy Dolly Levi.
Dolly Levi is energetic,

silverware and
businessmen.

tricking

Theater review

performance
Her
needed pizazz, the kind of
spice that separates Dejon
yellow
regular
from
mustard. It needed dazzleit needed a Barbara

required. That is when the
lines were audible. Blaine’s
lines often could not be
heard because she spoke
very quickly and very
softly.
Comedian Shelley
Berman, on the other hand,
was a natural for the part
of the cantankerous miser,
Horace Vandergelder.
Wise-cracking his way
through the show, Berman
was appropriately loud and
obnoxious, in a manner
reminiscent of W.C. Fields.

S

Pith& it y Photo
San Jose Civic Light Opera’s production of "Hello Dolly!" includes (L to R)
Craig Waletzko, jack Welc and Shelly Berman.
But try as he might,
Streisand and Blaine gave
delightfully meddlesome,
exerting more flare and
us Nancy Reagan. Nice,
and a bit feather-brained.
panache then perhaps was
but not fun.
Broadway
Veteran
intended, the void in the
And not too funny
actress Vivian Blaine who
cast, the missing Dolly.
either. Blain’s acting
plays Dolly is anglo, lackremained.
lacked the comedic flare
luster and far too refined
Jack Welc was also
necessary for the proper
for the part. Blain is unas the
entertaining
delivery Dolly’s lines
convincing at stealing

bungling shop clerk Cornelius. Welc’s experience
with comedy as a writer for
San Francisco’s Screaming
Memes made up for his
somewhat limited dancing
ability.
The show’s visuals,
scenery and costumes far
surpassed the cast in
creating excitment and
interest.
Freelance
scenery
designer Ken Holamon’s
fold-out sets were as useful
as they were interesting to
look at. Holamon is also
overseeing the scenery for
Sandy Duncan’s national
tour of "Peter Pan" and
the Broadway revival of
"Brigadoon."
Costume designer
Peter David Huth’s elexant
dresses, crisp suits and
tuxedos added a touch of
charm to the scenes too.
Maybe it’s tqo much to
expect magic on a lazy
Sunday afternoon when
most Santa Clara Valley
residents are either watching football or scrubbing
Malathion off their cars.
And, perhaps it is too
narrow to judge a show on
the merits of one cast

member.
But it is not too
much to expect a seasoned
actress to put forth the
vitality necessary to
portray Dolly, instead of
reducim, the role, &flat irw

Don OtItixote
Sunday Champagne Buffet

Brunch
Large array of Mexican
and American foods.
Fresh fruits, delicate
pastries and
our exquisite Eggs
Benedict.
Dine outdoors on our
patio beneath spreading walnut trees and
lush foliage.

S
SERVING
1030 to 3 PM

Don %tixote 378-1545
20t, El Pasco de Saratoga Shopping lienter.
Saraioga and Campbell Aver, San Jose

For sale:
Hundred
year-old boots.
How can a boot that looks
this good, this much in
style, be over a hundred
years old? It’s a Frye boot
Benchaafted by skilled
hands the same way since 1863.
So while the styles may change over the
years, the quality always remains the same.
The best.

FRYE

If

(ESSEX JUNCTION)
Bay Area’s Hottest
Over-18 Nightclub
presents supergroup

500 UNIVERSITY AVE. PALO ALTO, 326-0784
375 THE PRUNEYARD, CAMPBELL 371-3187
PRUNEYARD STORE, OPEN ’TIL 9 MON-FRI

GOTCHA
Phone (408) 378-4433
510 EL PASEO de ZARATOGA. ZAN JOSE

Dolly and making her
about as interesting as
white bread and mayonnaise.
"Hello Dolly" plays
again Sept. 24 through 27.
For information, call 2978811.

no. 7710

$119.75
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War-time suspense, intrigue thread ’Needle’
by Cyndee Fontana
Editor
A film critic once
remarked that if the Nazis
existed, Hollywood
would have created them.
The Eye of the
Needle" is yet another film
about those bad, bad Nazis,
but it is a film that succeeds on levels of suspense

and intrigue.
Instead of appearing as
a stale, insipid movie
convering the all -too
bases,
predictable
"Needle" emerges as a
taughtly woven thriller
and a welcome departure
from Hollywood’s current
crop of gory or specialeffects oriented pictures.

"Needle" offers much
more than the standard
script,
including
beautifully underplayed
perforrnaces by Donald
Sutherland, as the coolly
calculating Nazi spy,
William Faber ( code
named the Needle); and
Kate Nelligan, as the
passionate, sensual I.ucy,

Sutherland’s lover and
ultimate nemesis.
Mann’s
Stanley
screenplay (adapted from
Ken Follett’s novel "Eye of
the Needle" ) successfully
combines the spy story
with the love story, with
more emphasis on action

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM WARD
SAN JOSE- STATE UNIVERSITY

that is a departure from the
traditional portrayal of
screen Nazis.
In most films. Nazis were
such bumblers that the
have
must
audences
wondered how they ever
came to power.

Film review

SEASON PREMIERE

THIS FRIDAY

FRIDAY

Riau

Sept 25
IP*

"The year’s
best film."
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ONE SHOW ONLY -- 8:00
8 p.m
S I 75
Morris Dailey Aud
For more information, coll 277-3228

NEXT AT
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

Tuesday
talkies

44,

I Best Foreign Language Film 1979
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than the finer arts of
conversation. But with
Sutherland and Nelligan in
the pivotal roles, more
conversation would only
have seemed superfluous.
Sutherland is a
ruthless, frosty-eyed Nazi
trying to pass vital information through Britain
to Hitler, information
which could change the
outcome of the war.
Pursued
by
an
outrageously
stupid
Scotland Yard agent
( played with all the flair of
breakfast cereal by Ian
Barmen), Sutherland easily
eludes capture and is shipwrecked on "Storm
Island." It is there that
Sutherland meets Nelligan,
and there that the movie
really becomes more than
just another war -time
story.
The two become
lovers under the nose of
Nelligan’s grumpy, selfpitying, crippled husband
by
( portyrayed
Christopher Cazenove.)
to
succumbs
Nelligan
Sutherland’s lanky charm,
partially because of her
hermit-like existence on
the island with her
husband, who lost his legs
in an automobile accident.
Eventually, the lovers
meet in a classic confrontation, with only
Sutherland understanding
the importance of the
outcome.
Sutherland offers a
finely crafted performance

cc)?

Sunday, Sept. 27th 9-4
Le Baron Hotel 1350 N. 1st Street
San Jose

emaciated charm, has the
same murderous singlemindedness coupled with
the intelligence to succeed.
As such, he is a believable
and even somewhat
sympathetic character.
But he seems terrifyingly
real because he could live
on your block and because
of his ability to blend into a
situation. Sutherland is the
ever-unruffled German,
even able to keep his hat on
during a raging sea storm.

Director
Richard,
Marquand mr.nages to
keep the film on track
despite some rough editing
and extraneous scences in
the first half of the film.
Those can almost be
forgiven after the camera
moves to the island for
shots of sea, cliffs and lush
hillsides.
In the end, "Needle"
gives the viewer something
more than the average
drama this season. Next to
"Superman II" or
"Raiders of the Lost Ark,"
the film might well seem
plodding or boring.
"But "Eye of the
Needle", an absorbing,
beautifully crafted film,
can hardly be judged by
those bubble-gum standards.

Fab Four mania

Rock N Roll ’Heavy Metal’ Country and Western
L.P EP 45’Imports
Posters’ Collectors Items

for more info
call
(415) 641 -ROCK

Sutherland,
a
certain

glows. Cazenove, as her
cliche -ridden husband,
with his
struggles
stereotypical role.

Publicity Phut,

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS ..1111.11

SAN JOSE RECORD SWAP
BUY*SELL*TRADE

But
exuding

Nelligan,
as
this
reluctant enemy once
lover, is valiantly lovely
with a screen presence that

$1 50 adm
at the door

To many Beatle fans
nothing can take the place
of the real thing. But for
those who were too young
to remember, or for those
who want to re-live the
Beatlemania is about
as close as you can get.
"Beatlemania" will
make its only Bay Area
appearance this Sunday at
Morris Dailey Auditorium
for two shows, 7 and 10 p.m.
Tickets are available at the

AS. business office and
Bass outlets.
The show features four
men who represent the
Beatles, going through the
musical and physical
changes that the Beatles
went through.
The music is accompanied by three
projectors which represent
the happenings of this
turbulent decade.

1
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Saturday concert at Spartan Stadium fizzles
By Les Mahler
Staff Writer
It was a day for
blankets, sun umbrellas,
picnic baskets and suntan
oil.
An estimated 7,000
people converged on
Spartan Stadium Saturday
afternoon for an all-day
concert featuring War, Con
Funk Shun, Tower of
Power, Pablo Tellez and
the Rojas band.
At 1 p.m., as billed, the
Rojas band stepped on
stage and a passive noise
came from the audience.

Concert
review
The event was sponsored by the Committee for
Juvenile Justice as a
benefit for 13-year-old
Rudy Ochoa, who died of
pneumonia in Juvenile
Hall.
gathered,
People
dressed in two piece suits,
zoot suits, pendeltons, tank
tops, tube tops and
swimming trunks.
After about ten songs,
the Rojas band was gone
and stage hands were
quickly setting up the
Pablo Tellez band.
Once again, music
blared.
The audience grew
more receptive. Familiar
words echoed off the
stadium..." never...1 never
met a girl like you in my
life/No, never...I never
met a girl like you in my
life..."
While music played on
stage, people entering the
stadium were being frisked
for weapons and liquor and
women’s purses were
searched.
Pablo Tellez is a group
of eight people joined
together by a special interest in and a love of
music.

The band is composed
of a horn section,
keyboard, lead guitar,
drums and bass.
Pablo Tellez, originally
from Nicaragua, started
playing guitar when he
arrived in San Francisco in
1967.
It was the beginning of
a career with bands such as
Santana and Malo.
In 1978 Tellez set out on
his own and began looking
for musicians to fit the
mold he had created.
Their music is a fusion
of Latin, jazz and funk. "A
flavor of combining all of
those," Tellez said.
And his motivation for
the music and career he’s
chosen? "Money is not my
main object. I know if I do
what I want to do, I’ll get
my reward in the end.
"My reward? To be
happy inside. To know I’ve
accomplished what my
soul wants me to," Tellez
said.
Rehearsing and getting

ready for an album, the
first for the group, has
taken a great deal of his
time. "My main concentration is my music. I
need to capture everything
into my music." Tellez
said.
During the interview,
the music of Tower of
Power, muffled by the
restroom doors, floated
into the showers where
Tellez stood, beer in hand.
Tower of Power, a
group from the Bay Area,
achieved success with such
hits as "Sparkling in the
Sand," and "You’re Still a
Young Man."
These were memories
being played and the crowd
appreciated that. But what
memories the group once
made and recorded had
faded with age.
This was a new Tower
of Power and the group was
enjoyed. The memories
and the words mixed with
the music, but afterwards,
the_group faded into the

Photr,
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Paul Harrell of Con Funk Shun squeals out a
tune on the sax.

Photo HI, Jo, elvt, WIlltams

Tower of Power, a Bay Area group, performed an all -day benefit concert on
Saturday before a crowd of 7,000 at Spartan Stadium. Proceeds went to the
Committee for juvenile Justice.
sunset. It seems inevitable
that Tower of Power,
despite an upcoming
record, will never be the
same.
Following Tower of
Powr, was Con Funk Shun.
Electricity finally started
to fill the air.
Get down music was
back. It was pure electricity and Con Funk Shun
became the generator.
But somebody pulled
the plug on the generator
and all too soon Con Funk
Shun walked off leaving
stage hands to set up for
War.
Vibrating through the
hallways and the alleyways
of Spartan Stadium, War
charged the atmosphere of
the concert. Now it really
became a celebration.
By 930 p.m. only stage
hands and a cleaning crew
was left.
The celebration had
ended. The people came
and left, taking memories
and sunburns to remind
them of what happened.

And by next weekend, even
the memories and sun-

burns will start to peel
away.

StalS11.
Associated Studentsi Program Board

presents

WHAT’S
NEW?

HUEY LEWIS
AND THE NEWS!
FRIDAY SEPT 25
S.U. BALLROOM 8 PM
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$4
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ON STAGE PRODUCTIONS

I SCORED
AT MERLIN’S
CASTLE!
El Paseo de Saratoga
Mall

GOOD FOR TWO FREE
GAMES
:ONE PER PERSON ONLY
EXPIRES 11/1/81

presents

"MISS
ALL AMERICAN GIRL
PAGEANT"
Cast
FAMILY
AMUSEMENT
CENTER
40-41.1111.t

Sunday, Oct 18. 1981
at the

Los Gatos Lodge
50 Saratoga Ave.
Los Gatos

ages 3-26
winners will receive

trophies, crowns, savings
bonds, and other prizes
deadline for entrants
Oct 9

for more information call 867-0773 or 867-7361
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Lone Star Beer is here, and that calls for celebrating.
Pick up a case or two. Or three.
Lone Star. That beer loves to party!
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SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
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